
1
00:00:00,171 --> 00:00:02,754
(bright music)

2
00:00:06,520 --> 00:00:08,250
- Hello everyone and welcome.

3
00:00:08,250 --> 00:00:10,500
I am Chris Hyams, CEO of Indeed,

4
00:00:10,500 --> 00:00:13,760
and welcome to the next
installment of "Here to Help."

5
00:00:13,760 --> 00:00:16,330
This is our look at how
Indeed has been navigating

6
00:00:16,330 --> 00:00:19,120
the global impact of COVID-19.

7
00:00:19,120 --> 00:00:20,300
Today is July 27th.

8
00:00:20,300 --> 00:00:24,360
We are in day 146 of
global work from home.

9
00:00:24,360 --> 00:00:27,890
And this month at Indeed is
International Inclusion Month.

10
00:00:27,890 --> 00:00:30,460
I am delighted to be joined today

11
00:00:30,460 --> 00:00:33,210
by Suzan Elhajj, Support Analyst

12
00:00:33,210 --> 00:00:36,310



and Co-chair of the
International Inclusion Group.

13
00:00:36,310 --> 00:00:38,260
Suzan is based out of our Dublin office

14
00:00:38,260 --> 00:00:41,250
although of course today
is working from home.

15
00:00:41,250 --> 00:00:43,640
Suzan, thank you so much
for joining me today.

16
00:00:43,640 --> 00:00:45,840
- Thank you so much, Chris for having me.

17
00:00:45,840 --> 00:00:47,830
- So, let's start where we always start,

18
00:00:47,830 --> 00:00:49,130
which is just to check in.

19
00:00:49,130 --> 00:00:50,723
How are you doing right now?

20
00:00:52,530 --> 00:00:54,090
- Thank you so much.

21
00:00:54,090 --> 00:00:56,520
Overall I'd like to start off.

22
00:00:56,520 --> 00:00:58,160
I'm a little bit nervous about this,

23
00:00:58,160 --> 00:01:00,823
but overall I'm feeling well.

24



00:01:01,960 --> 00:01:04,460
Working from home was a
bit challenging for me

25
00:01:04,460 --> 00:01:07,290
at the beginning as I
am on my own in Dublin.

26
00:01:07,290 --> 00:01:10,050
All my family is back home in Jordan.

27
00:01:10,050 --> 00:01:14,200
It was also the challenge of
because I am a people person.

28
00:01:14,200 --> 00:01:16,010
I like to be around people.

29
00:01:16,010 --> 00:01:21,010
I like to interact with people,
spending time with my team

30
00:01:21,610 --> 00:01:23,500
and having these little chats

31
00:01:23,500 --> 00:01:25,463
in the office corridors and kitchen.

32
00:01:26,620 --> 00:01:30,060
I even like just going
out for dinner or walk

33
00:01:30,060 --> 00:01:32,913
or movie even in Dublin
city center with my friends.

34
00:01:33,840 --> 00:01:36,540
But I believe the best word I can use here

35



00:01:36,540 --> 00:01:41,160
is I am adapting like everybody
else to this new norm.

36
00:01:41,160 --> 00:01:44,780
Taking it day by day and trying
to get the best out of it

37
00:01:44,780 --> 00:01:46,760
as much as I can.

38
00:01:46,760 --> 00:01:50,400
Also finding like these new
ways to interact with my family

39
00:01:50,400 --> 00:01:54,392
and friends using everything
on the social media accounts

40
00:01:54,392 --> 00:01:55,392
that I have.

41
00:01:56,800 --> 00:01:57,633
- Great.

42
00:01:57,633 --> 00:01:58,627
Well, let's start by talking

43
00:01:58,627 --> 00:02:01,020
about your own international experience.

44
00:02:01,020 --> 00:02:03,150
So you mentioned, so you grew up in Jordan

45
00:02:03,150 --> 00:02:05,200
and you now live in Ireland.

46
00:02:05,200 --> 00:02:07,800
So, please tell us just a



little bit about your background

47
00:02:07,800 --> 00:02:10,790
and then what brought you to Ireland?

48
00:02:10,790 --> 00:02:11,860
- Yeah, definitely.

49
00:02:11,860 --> 00:02:14,200
I would probably would
like to start by saying

50
00:02:14,200 --> 00:02:16,380
I am originally from Palestine

51
00:02:16,380 --> 00:02:20,890
and my family were refugees in Jordan.

52
00:02:20,890 --> 00:02:24,180
They fled Palestine in 1948 to Jordan.

53
00:02:24,180 --> 00:02:26,880
I was born and raised in Jordan

54
00:02:26,880 --> 00:02:29,180
to a conservative Muslim family.

55
00:02:29,180 --> 00:02:31,970
We are six sisters and one brother.

56
00:02:31,970 --> 00:02:33,640
I know a lot of sisters.

57
00:02:33,640 --> 00:02:34,570
(Suzan laughs)
(Chris laughs)

58
00:02:34,570 --> 00:02:39,570



And I'm the oldest of them all. (laughs)

59
00:02:40,240 --> 00:02:44,220
Growing up we really didn't have much

60
00:02:44,220 --> 00:02:45,720
and it was really challenging.

61
00:02:45,720 --> 00:02:49,810
And I always wanted to
continue my further education.

62
00:02:49,810 --> 00:02:51,010
And by that I mean,

63
00:02:51,010 --> 00:02:55,410
like just getting a bachelor
degree so I can get a good job,

64
00:02:55,410 --> 00:02:59,550
so I can help support
my family financially.

65
00:02:59,550 --> 00:03:02,500
In Jordan unfortunately
you have to have a degree

66
00:03:02,500 --> 00:03:05,075
so you can have a good job.

67
00:03:05,075 --> 00:03:08,310
And at the time the challenge was,

68
00:03:08,310 --> 00:03:11,420
education was not a
big thing in my family.

69
00:03:11,420 --> 00:03:14,110
And like you finish high school



70
00:03:14,110 --> 00:03:16,490
and then marriage is waiting.

71
00:03:16,490 --> 00:03:19,000
And by that I mean arranged marriage.

72
00:03:19,000 --> 00:03:21,563
It's someone the family chooses.

73
00:03:22,440 --> 00:03:24,810
And I think that's when
my very first clash

74
00:03:24,810 --> 00:03:26,080
with my dad happened

75
00:03:26,080 --> 00:03:30,610
because he was not expecting
this from me I think.

76
00:03:30,610 --> 00:03:34,000
And he was thinking like he's
all the dads in the family

77
00:03:34,000 --> 00:03:36,470
he will have a daughter
that's finishing high school

78
00:03:36,470 --> 00:03:38,223
and off she goes to get married.

79
00:03:39,520 --> 00:03:43,173
But then he had to adjust to this.

80
00:03:45,001 --> 00:03:48,780
I think he was also
considering at the time



81
00:03:48,780 --> 00:03:50,210
the clash with the good family

82
00:03:50,210 --> 00:03:52,450
because sending his daughter to college

83
00:03:52,450 --> 00:03:56,440
was not something that
really happens in the family.

84
00:03:56,440 --> 00:04:01,020
Also like the financial situation
was already a challenge.

85
00:04:01,020 --> 00:04:02,810
So I was very, very lucky.

86
00:04:02,810 --> 00:04:07,810
He turned around and he was a great ally

87
00:04:08,220 --> 00:04:10,390
and support for me in this.

88
00:04:10,390 --> 00:04:12,860
And like allow me to say
something about this.

89
00:04:12,860 --> 00:04:14,260
I'm using the word ally now

90
00:04:14,260 --> 00:04:19,000
because at the time I had no
idea that this word existed,

91
00:04:19,000 --> 00:04:21,623
but now I understand the importance of it.

92
00:04:22,480 --> 00:04:27,130



The impact and the
importance of it in my life.

93
00:04:27,130 --> 00:04:31,050
I also had another great
ally which was my mom.

94
00:04:31,050 --> 00:04:35,050
My mom stepped in because
of the financial situation

95
00:04:35,050 --> 00:04:39,130
and then she had to send a gold bracelet

96
00:04:39,130 --> 00:04:43,090
she had inherited from
her mom in order for me

97
00:04:43,090 --> 00:04:46,663
to be able to pay for my very
first semester at college.

98
00:04:47,510 --> 00:04:51,990
Then these were very
amazing long four years

99
00:04:51,990 --> 00:04:52,900
at university.

100
00:04:52,900 --> 00:04:56,870
Very challenging, but then
as a family we made it.

101
00:04:56,870 --> 00:04:58,430
I was able to get my degree

102
00:04:58,430 --> 00:05:01,070
in Management Information Systems

103



00:05:01,070 --> 00:05:02,920
in one of the universities in Jordan.

104
00:05:04,670 --> 00:05:08,260
Then the journey for
searching for a job started.

105
00:05:08,260 --> 00:05:10,560
And as all the fresh graduates,

106
00:05:10,560 --> 00:05:14,013
it was very, very hard to find something

107
00:05:14,013 --> 00:05:17,660
and obviously with no job experience,

108
00:05:17,660 --> 00:05:18,840
but then it worked out.

109
00:05:18,840 --> 00:05:21,160
I was accepted as a data entry specialist

110
00:05:21,160 --> 00:05:24,870
in one of the small companies in Jordan.

111
00:05:24,870 --> 00:05:29,070
Then from there I moved
to another bigger company

112
00:05:29,070 --> 00:05:30,780
that was a Jordanian company,

113
00:05:30,780 --> 00:05:33,080
but they were operating
in different countries

114
00:05:33,080 --> 00:05:34,810
in the Middle East at the time.



115
00:05:34,810 --> 00:05:39,563
And it was the biggest Arabic
search engine in the region.

116
00:05:40,730 --> 00:05:43,680
A couple of years after
joining this company,

117
00:05:43,680 --> 00:05:46,340
it was acquired by a US company.

118
00:05:46,340 --> 00:05:49,114
And I think this was my very beginning

119
00:05:49,114 --> 00:05:54,114
to exploring the global world
as we started to have guests

120
00:05:54,647 --> 00:05:58,110
from all around especially from America.

121
00:05:58,110 --> 00:06:01,360
So many American guests in the office.

122
00:06:01,360 --> 00:06:05,240
Then fast forward, four and a half years,

123
00:06:05,240 --> 00:06:07,090
this company decided to close

124
00:06:07,090 --> 00:06:08,800
the Jordan office unfortunately.

125
00:06:08,800 --> 00:06:13,380
And then because of this event,

126
00:06:13,380 --> 00:06:16,160
they had to offer some



people to go abroad.

127
00:06:16,160 --> 00:06:17,900
And I was very lucky.

128
00:06:17,900 --> 00:06:20,430
I was chosen to come to Ireland.

129
00:06:20,430 --> 00:06:23,663
And I came and it was because of my job.

130
00:06:24,540 --> 00:06:27,280
Probably something because like my job

131
00:06:27,280 --> 00:06:29,690
and my education have changed my life.

132
00:06:29,690 --> 00:06:32,970
So, something I would
really like to mention here

133
00:06:32,970 --> 00:06:37,380
and thank Indeed for is
the marketing campaign

134
00:06:37,380 --> 00:06:39,100
that we did some months ago.

135
00:06:39,100 --> 00:06:41,670
The Jobs are Changers.

136
00:06:41,670 --> 00:06:44,390
Just watching this campaign
was really touching to me

137
00:06:44,390 --> 00:06:46,870
because it was very personal.

138



00:06:46,870 --> 00:06:48,910
And I know how that feels.

139
00:06:48,910 --> 00:06:52,310
I know how like a job
can change someone's life

140
00:06:52,310 --> 00:06:54,000
because I have lived itself.

141
00:06:54,000 --> 00:06:55,480
Thank you Indeed. (laughs)

142
00:06:55,480 --> 00:07:00,480
And this is how I basically
moved from Jordan to Ireland.

143
00:07:02,460 --> 00:07:06,850
- So coming to Ireland from
Jordan and from your experience

144
00:07:06,850 --> 00:07:09,810
I assume there were some pretty
large cultural differences

145
00:07:09,810 --> 00:07:10,770
you noticed right away.

146
00:07:10,770 --> 00:07:11,930
What was that like?

147
00:07:11,930 --> 00:07:14,540
And what were some of the
big things you noticed?

148
00:07:14,540 --> 00:07:18,100
- I mean, like coming to
Dublin was my very first time

149



00:07:18,100 --> 00:07:18,933
in a plane.

150
00:07:18,933 --> 00:07:20,420
It was my very first time

151
00:07:20,420 --> 00:07:24,830
like just seeing the world
different from above.

152
00:07:24,830 --> 00:07:27,610
Before I was 30 I didn't have a passport.

153
00:07:27,610 --> 00:07:30,450
So you can imagine how excited I was.

154
00:07:30,450 --> 00:07:35,450
I do remember every single
detail from leaving home,

155
00:07:35,520 --> 00:07:38,620
to getting to the airport,
to hopping on the plane,

156
00:07:38,620 --> 00:07:43,003
to just speaking in English
with everybody on the plane.

157
00:07:44,257 --> 00:07:48,580
It was a spectacular experience.

158
00:07:49,430 --> 00:07:54,430
I was just like super
excited to experience this.

159
00:07:55,920 --> 00:07:58,413
Another thing, when I arrived to Dublin,

160
00:07:58,413 --> 00:08:00,570



I think it was really funny.

161
00:08:00,570 --> 00:08:03,530
I like just wish that there
was a camera filming me.

162
00:08:03,530 --> 00:08:05,560
I was like, I listen when it lands.

163
00:08:05,560 --> 00:08:08,980
Just seeing the buildings, the streets,

164
00:08:08,980 --> 00:08:11,813
hearing the many languages in the streets.

165
00:08:13,620 --> 00:08:15,200
I was so fascinated.

166
00:08:15,200 --> 00:08:19,703
It was also a eye opening
to me how diverse Dublin is.

167
00:08:20,750 --> 00:08:23,130
Again just watching
like walking the streets

168
00:08:23,130 --> 00:08:25,880
you can hear all the
languages and all the accents.

169
00:08:25,880 --> 00:08:27,480
And that was really exciting to me

170
00:08:27,480 --> 00:08:31,460
because back home in Jordan
everybody speaks in Arabic.

171
00:08:31,460 --> 00:08:33,746
Now we do have like



some different dialects,

172
00:08:33,746 --> 00:08:36,290
but after all it's Arabic language.

173
00:08:36,290 --> 00:08:38,100
So you do understand it.

174
00:08:38,100 --> 00:08:40,560
Then something also that I noticed,

175
00:08:40,560 --> 00:08:44,450
because of this diverse environment

176
00:08:44,450 --> 00:08:48,640
you just see different
shades and shapes of people.

177
00:08:48,640 --> 00:08:52,010
And that was really something
that I never seen in my life.

178
00:08:52,010 --> 00:08:54,983
So it was really fascinating.

179
00:08:57,160 --> 00:09:00,730
And then names was
really something as well.

180
00:09:00,730 --> 00:09:03,840
My director at the time she was Irish

181
00:09:03,840 --> 00:09:05,480
and her name was Neave.

182
00:09:05,480 --> 00:09:09,050
Now in Arabic language you do
say the name as you write it,



183
00:09:09,050 --> 00:09:12,260
but in some other languages
like the Irish language

184
00:09:12,260 --> 00:09:13,240
you don't. (laughs)

185
00:09:13,240 --> 00:09:16,170
So her name was always a conversation

186
00:09:16,170 --> 00:09:19,440
even back when she used
to visit us in Jordan.

187
00:09:19,440 --> 00:09:21,300
Her name was always a conversation.

188
00:09:21,300 --> 00:09:26,280
And it's because we write it
differently from how we say it.

189
00:09:26,280 --> 00:09:30,410
So this was also a good
start for conversations

190
00:09:30,410 --> 00:09:33,380
because it opens up
different conversations

191
00:09:33,380 --> 00:09:35,800
about different languages,
different accents,

192
00:09:35,800 --> 00:09:40,120
different cultures, and like
with my team at the time

193
00:09:40,120 --> 00:09:40,990
in this company.



194
00:09:40,990 --> 00:09:42,680
So I did learn a lot

195
00:09:42,680 --> 00:09:47,620
and I was so happy that I
experienced this basically.

196
00:09:47,620 --> 00:09:49,440
- So, because you mentioned,

197
00:09:49,440 --> 00:09:51,630
let's talk about names for a minute.

198
00:09:51,630 --> 00:09:55,050
When we met last week the two
of us to prepare for this,

199
00:09:55,050 --> 00:09:57,510
I asked you how to pronounce your name.

200
00:09:57,510 --> 00:09:59,100
Your last name in particular

201
00:09:59,100 --> 00:10:01,457
and your first reaction was to say,

202
00:10:01,457 --> 00:10:02,840
"Oh, don't worry about whatever.

203
00:10:02,840 --> 00:10:03,673
It's fine."

204
00:10:03,673 --> 00:10:05,520
Which is something that
a lot of people do.

205
00:10:05,520 --> 00:10:09,710



And obviously the desire to
fit in is an important one.

206
00:10:09,710 --> 00:10:12,870
But since this is
International Inclusion Month

207
00:10:12,870 --> 00:10:14,140
that we're recognizing here,

208
00:10:14,140 --> 00:10:16,530
and when we talk about inclusion,

209
00:10:16,530 --> 00:10:19,400
I know from a lot of people
having their name mispronounced

210
00:10:19,400 --> 00:10:22,980
is a source of exclusion.

211
00:10:22,980 --> 00:10:26,140
Now for many names

212
00:10:26,140 --> 00:10:29,840
it's not necessarily possible
for a foreign speaker.

213
00:10:29,840 --> 00:10:32,853
Your last name for example Elhaji,

214
00:10:34,230 --> 00:10:37,360
the H sound is not something
that in Romans languages

215
00:10:37,360 --> 00:10:38,290
we have at all.

216
00:10:38,290 --> 00:10:39,920
I had to watch five YouTube videos



217
00:10:39,920 --> 00:10:42,740
just to even understand (laughs)

218
00:10:42,740 --> 00:10:44,670
how to try to knock butcher it

219
00:10:44,670 --> 00:10:47,210
when I introduced to you here today.

220
00:10:47,210 --> 00:10:49,010
But it does feel like it's important

221
00:10:49,920 --> 00:10:51,934
to at least have that awareness

222
00:10:51,934 --> 00:10:54,780
and at least ask and make the effort.

223
00:10:54,780 --> 00:10:56,810
And so can you talk from
an inclusion perspective

224
00:10:56,810 --> 00:10:58,713
a little bit about the importance

225
00:10:58,713 --> 00:11:00,820
of names and pronunciation?

226
00:11:00,820 --> 00:11:02,460
- Now, totally because I think

227
00:11:02,460 --> 00:11:03,730
we're speaking inclusion today,

228
00:11:03,730 --> 00:11:05,982
so that's why when you said,



229
00:11:05,982 --> 00:11:06,960
I'm sorry if I mentioned.

230
00:11:06,960 --> 00:11:08,340
Like for saying your name wrong,

231
00:11:08,340 --> 00:11:10,870
I was like don't even worry about it.

232
00:11:10,870 --> 00:11:12,770
I was so happy that you mentioned my name.

233
00:11:12,770 --> 00:11:14,433
So let's just certify that.

234
00:11:15,450 --> 00:11:18,210
But I think after the conversation we had,

235
00:11:18,210 --> 00:11:22,560
it is important to try and make the effort

236
00:11:22,560 --> 00:11:25,400
to just like say the name as it is.

237
00:11:25,400 --> 00:11:28,050
And if I don't want to
talk about my last name,

238
00:11:28,050 --> 00:11:29,680
but even about my first name.

239
00:11:29,680 --> 00:11:31,230
So sometimes people call me,

240
00:11:31,230 --> 00:11:34,070
it's like Suzan is very
international I'd say.



241
00:11:34,070 --> 00:11:36,560
Speaking of international inclusion group.

242
00:11:36,560 --> 00:11:39,920
It's very international and
people do know the Suzan,

243
00:11:39,920 --> 00:11:43,633
but then if it's not
spelled as they are used to,

244
00:11:44,590 --> 00:11:46,130
like they may say it wrong.

245
00:11:46,130 --> 00:11:49,930
And sometimes people would
like talk to me or chat me

246
00:11:49,930 --> 00:11:52,070
and they will instead
write it in their spelling,

247
00:11:52,070 --> 00:11:54,050
not the spelling I have chosen for it.

248
00:11:54,050 --> 00:11:56,880
So it is important to make the effort.

249
00:11:56,880 --> 00:12:01,150
It is important to try and
say the name as you can.

250
00:12:01,150 --> 00:12:05,040
Now, obviously the differences between

251
00:12:05,040 --> 00:12:09,150
how can you perfectly
say it is understandable.



252
00:12:09,150 --> 00:12:11,770
We all come from different backgrounds,

253
00:12:11,770 --> 00:12:13,080
so that's totally understandable.

254
00:12:13,080 --> 00:12:16,466
But at least I can see that
you have made the effort

255
00:12:16,466 --> 00:12:18,480
to make it.

256
00:12:18,480 --> 00:12:23,420
Just saying the name and trying
to say the name correctly

257
00:12:23,420 --> 00:12:27,100
means it's basically
you're saying to the person

258
00:12:27,100 --> 00:12:30,190
in front of you, "I see you, I hear you,

259
00:12:30,190 --> 00:12:35,190
I probably feel your
pain in different areas

260
00:12:35,670 --> 00:12:37,490
because of the name."

261
00:12:37,490 --> 00:12:40,090
So it is very important, but again,

262
00:12:40,090 --> 00:12:43,060
Chris I think here the
culture is a good element.

263



00:12:43,060 --> 00:12:45,590
So coming from the Middle East

264
00:12:45,590 --> 00:12:49,480
and being an Arabic
language native speaker,

265
00:12:49,480 --> 00:12:52,860
I do understand that our
language has different.

266
00:12:52,860 --> 00:12:54,440
Like you can't say,

267
00:12:54,440 --> 00:12:56,167
for us it's different from other people

268
00:12:56,167 --> 00:12:57,830
who are not native speakers,

269
00:12:57,830 --> 00:12:59,300
because we do have some letters

270
00:12:59,300 --> 00:13:01,190
that you have to like stress

271
00:13:01,190 --> 00:13:04,680
or probably say from the
very end of your throat

272
00:13:04,680 --> 00:13:05,560
or stuff like that.

273
00:13:05,560 --> 00:13:06,960
We do have that in the language.

274
00:13:06,960 --> 00:13:10,230
So, I totally understand the difference,



275
00:13:10,230 --> 00:13:14,260
but just like for people
to try and make the effort

276
00:13:16,941 --> 00:13:18,880
to say the name right.

277
00:13:18,880 --> 00:13:21,797
Saying the name means that
you say to the person,

278
00:13:21,797 --> 00:13:24,920
"I see you, I feel you."

279
00:13:24,920 --> 00:13:28,130
And it's also appreciated.

280
00:13:28,130 --> 00:13:31,047
Like I totally appreciated when you said,

281
00:13:31,047 --> 00:13:32,395
"I'm sorry I said your name wrong."

282
00:13:32,395 --> 00:13:33,609
And I was like, "You didn't.

283
00:13:33,609 --> 00:13:35,753
Okay." (laughs)

284
00:13:35,753 --> 00:13:38,310
So it's so much appreciated

285
00:13:38,310 --> 00:13:42,260
even if someone cannot
say the name perfectly,

286
00:13:42,260 --> 00:13:44,513
but the effort is so much appreciated.



287
00:13:45,740 --> 00:13:47,970
- Well, thank you for sharing that.

288
00:13:47,970 --> 00:13:50,970
So let's talk a little bit
about your role at Indeed.

289
00:13:50,970 --> 00:13:53,150
So what brought you to Indeed?

290
00:13:53,150 --> 00:13:57,283
And tell me what you focus
on as a support analyst.

291
00:13:58,180 --> 00:14:01,040
- Definitely I did stay
with my first company

292
00:14:01,040 --> 00:14:02,960
when I moved to Dublin
for a couple of years

293
00:14:02,960 --> 00:14:06,167
and then I started to looking for the job.

294
00:14:06,167 --> 00:14:09,877
And I always wanted to work
for a company with a mission.

295
00:14:13,340 --> 00:14:14,620
Not only any mission,

296
00:14:14,620 --> 00:14:17,450
but a mission that impacts people's lives.

297
00:14:17,450 --> 00:14:20,360
And probably Indeed's mission,



298
00:14:20,360 --> 00:14:23,110
we do help people get jobs
was very personal to me

299
00:14:23,110 --> 00:14:25,290
because this was my mission my whole life.

300
00:14:25,290 --> 00:14:28,270
I always wanted to get a good education,

301
00:14:28,270 --> 00:14:31,120
to be able to work in a good
position or in a good job

302
00:14:31,120 --> 00:14:35,870
so I can help my family.

303
00:14:35,870 --> 00:14:38,570
So the mission of Indeed
was very personal to me.

304
00:14:38,570 --> 00:14:42,620
And then like first day

305
00:14:42,620 --> 00:14:45,670
I was invited to the interview in Indeed,

306
00:14:45,670 --> 00:14:48,293
I knew I wanted to work for this company.

307
00:14:49,650 --> 00:14:52,220
My interview was in our
St. Stephen's Green office

308
00:14:52,220 --> 00:14:54,490
in Dublin city center.

309
00:14:54,490 --> 00:14:58,100



And just seeing how
vibrant the office was,

310
00:14:58,100 --> 00:14:59,860
and it's in the middle of the city

311
00:14:59,860 --> 00:15:03,350
and also like the diversity in it.

312
00:15:03,350 --> 00:15:06,170
Like just seeing people
coming in and going out

313
00:15:06,170 --> 00:15:08,730
was something very..

314
00:15:08,730 --> 00:15:10,390
It was a great feeling for me.

315
00:15:10,390 --> 00:15:11,960
I wanted to work for Indeed.

316
00:15:11,960 --> 00:15:13,890
Even before my interview started,

317
00:15:13,890 --> 00:15:16,630
I was like I hope they
will take me. (laughs)

318
00:15:16,630 --> 00:15:19,466
Then I joined as a support analyst

319
00:15:19,466 --> 00:15:23,190
on the business operations
and support solutions team.

320
00:15:23,190 --> 00:15:27,700
My main role is to help
our frontline teams,



321
00:15:27,700 --> 00:15:29,830
sale CSS and job seeker success

322
00:15:29,830 --> 00:15:32,000
to overcome any technical issues

323
00:15:32,000 --> 00:15:35,830
our users may see on Indeed.

324
00:15:35,830 --> 00:15:38,870
We do also work closely
with our product teams

325
00:15:38,870 --> 00:15:42,830
and engineering to fix
these technical issues.

326
00:15:42,830 --> 00:15:44,890
We also work with our communication team

327
00:15:44,890 --> 00:15:49,890
to make sure that our frontliners
are empowered by resources

328
00:15:50,060 --> 00:15:53,730
to be able to support
our users to the best.

329
00:15:53,730 --> 00:15:56,070
- So at Indeed we have five core values.

330
00:15:56,070 --> 00:15:59,330
And one of those core values
is inclusion and belonging.

331
00:15:59,330 --> 00:16:03,180
And we've created a series
of inclusion resource groups



332
00:16:03,180 --> 00:16:07,330
or IRGs that are there
to help promote awareness

333
00:16:07,330 --> 00:16:11,620
and create a better sense of
belonging for our employees.

334
00:16:11,620 --> 00:16:12,930
Can you talk a little bit about

335
00:16:12,930 --> 00:16:16,040
why we have created an
international inclusion group?

336
00:16:16,040 --> 00:16:18,250
This is a group that
you are the co-chair of.

337
00:16:18,250 --> 00:16:21,340
And talk a little bit about
what some of the events

338
00:16:21,340 --> 00:16:23,860
and activities that you
and the team have organized

339
00:16:23,860 --> 00:16:25,220
for this month.

340
00:16:25,220 --> 00:16:27,760
- Definitely the
international inclusion group

341
00:16:27,760 --> 00:16:29,560
is near and dear to my heart.

342
00:16:29,560 --> 00:16:30,960



I really like it.

343
00:16:30,960 --> 00:16:32,803
I do feel international.

344
00:16:33,850 --> 00:16:38,190
The main mission for
the international group

345
00:16:38,190 --> 00:16:41,330
is to leverage and value
international cultures

346
00:16:41,330 --> 00:16:45,180
by supporting and promoting
a workplace of inclusion,

347
00:16:45,180 --> 00:16:46,813
diversity and belonging.

348
00:16:47,680 --> 00:16:51,630
And like I think there's
no place better than Indeed

349
00:16:51,630 --> 00:16:56,630
to do this as we have 10,000
employees in 16 countries.

350
00:16:57,720 --> 00:17:00,510
And we want to celebrate
everybody from everywhere

351
00:17:01,540 --> 00:17:04,320
and help them bring them
authentic self to work

352
00:17:04,320 --> 00:17:06,520
with no fear of showing
who they really are.



353
00:17:07,520 --> 00:17:11,350
The focus of this group is
culture, multiculturalism

354
00:17:11,350 --> 00:17:13,100
and interculturalism.

355
00:17:13,100 --> 00:17:15,647
And sometimes people may ask like,

356
00:17:15,647 --> 00:17:17,960
"Why do you focus on culture?"

357
00:17:17,960 --> 00:17:21,670
And my answer always goes,
"Because it is the ground

358
00:17:21,670 --> 00:17:24,453
in which a human being can grow.

359
00:17:25,600 --> 00:17:28,210
It's the first access to my taste in food,

360
00:17:28,210 --> 00:17:29,600
my taste in music,

361
00:17:29,600 --> 00:17:33,330
my way of caring towards
the society I'm in.

362
00:17:33,330 --> 00:17:35,330
It's basically the first thing

363
00:17:35,330 --> 00:17:37,680
to who I am as a human being."

364
00:17:37,680 --> 00:17:41,900
And then this is obviously



like moving in life.

365
00:17:41,900 --> 00:17:46,290
This can change, but this
is my grounds basically.

366
00:17:46,290 --> 00:17:51,290
And especially in
international environments

367
00:17:51,590 --> 00:17:56,143
where people may move
to different countries,

368
00:17:57,000 --> 00:18:01,230
sometimes we tend to
hide our culture identity

369
00:18:02,240 --> 00:18:06,960
maybe because they try to
fit in the new environment

370
00:18:06,960 --> 00:18:10,650
or because maybe afraid
that they won't be included

371
00:18:10,650 --> 00:18:12,730
or like any other reason.

372
00:18:12,730 --> 00:18:14,340
And as you mentioned,

373
00:18:14,340 --> 00:18:18,530
we celebrate international
cultures in July.

374
00:18:18,530 --> 00:18:20,420
It is our celebration month.

375



00:18:20,420 --> 00:18:24,200
And we do celebrate
different culture at Indeed.

376
00:18:24,200 --> 00:18:26,790
And because everything
that's happening around us

377
00:18:26,790 --> 00:18:30,493
and like the tough times that
people are going through,

378
00:18:32,210 --> 00:18:35,350
we wanted to do some
education in the events

379
00:18:36,920 --> 00:18:39,320
around different cultures.

380
00:18:39,320 --> 00:18:42,990
So we have asked people
to share with us something

381
00:18:42,990 --> 00:18:44,290
from their own.

382
00:18:44,290 --> 00:18:47,680
And we also have been sharing.

383
00:18:47,680 --> 00:18:49,370
I know everybody loves music.

384
00:18:49,370 --> 00:18:50,470
A good list of music.

385
00:18:50,470 --> 00:18:55,410
So we have been sharing
like a weekly music list

386



00:18:55,410 --> 00:18:57,530
with the people to enjoy

387
00:18:57,530 --> 00:19:01,140
with a specific theme
from different cultures.

388
00:19:01,140 --> 00:19:03,790
We also have a theme for this month

389
00:19:03,790 --> 00:19:06,650
and we chose the humanity.

390
00:19:06,650 --> 00:19:11,650
Now this was really, really
like near and dear to my heart

391
00:19:11,860 --> 00:19:15,053
because when we came up with the theme,

392
00:19:18,188 --> 00:19:20,270
I wanted people to a little bit

393
00:19:20,270 --> 00:19:23,390
like to see the stories from around Indeed

394
00:19:23,390 --> 00:19:27,310
and to feel that there is
hope despite the hard times

395
00:19:27,310 --> 00:19:30,330
that we are all going through.

396
00:19:30,330 --> 00:19:32,400
We wanted to enforce hope.

397
00:19:32,400 --> 00:19:36,870
So we did ask our fellow Indeedians



398
00:19:36,870 --> 00:19:38,140
to share some of their personal

399
00:19:38,140 --> 00:19:40,630
and international stories with us

400
00:19:40,630 --> 00:19:45,630
and we called the campaign
Global Human Stories of Indeed.

401
00:19:46,010 --> 00:19:50,120
Now the goal was from this
campaign to foster connections

402
00:19:50,120 --> 00:19:51,520
and open conversations,

403
00:19:51,520 --> 00:19:54,010
and also to give a platform for Indeedians

404
00:19:54,010 --> 00:19:55,773
to share their stories with us.

405
00:19:56,740 --> 00:19:58,503
The ones we wanted to highlight.

406
00:19:59,610 --> 00:20:01,280
To reinforce hope as I mentioned

407
00:20:01,280 --> 00:20:03,013
and enlighten people instead

408
00:20:03,013 --> 00:20:06,230
with some amazing stories
that have been shared.

409
00:20:06,230 --> 00:20:08,730
We did take some of the



stories we have received

410
00:20:08,730 --> 00:20:11,930
and had a discussion last
week, an internal discussion.

411
00:20:11,930 --> 00:20:14,750
It was moderated by our very own Hines,

412
00:20:14,750 --> 00:20:18,730
who is our VP of global
sales and CSS strategy.

413
00:20:18,730 --> 00:20:21,720
And it was amazing to hear this stories

414
00:20:21,720 --> 00:20:25,293
and absolutely get inspired by.

415
00:20:26,830 --> 00:20:31,830
I probably want here to
highlight that we chose humanity

416
00:20:32,840 --> 00:20:36,930
because I don't think there
is anything more international

417
00:20:36,930 --> 00:20:38,730
than our human side.

418
00:20:38,730 --> 00:20:40,830
We all come from different backgrounds,

419
00:20:40,830 --> 00:20:42,857
different races, different ethnicities,

420
00:20:42,857 --> 00:20:45,680
but if there is something
exist in all of us,



421
00:20:45,680 --> 00:20:47,510
it is our humanity

422
00:20:47,510 --> 00:20:50,520
and it is our kind side
towards each other.

423
00:20:50,520 --> 00:20:53,640
And I think that's what
we wanted to get inspired

424
00:20:53,640 --> 00:20:56,787
from this stories basically.

425
00:20:56,787 --> 00:21:00,590
- So you mentioned multiculturalism
and interculturalism.

426
00:21:00,590 --> 00:21:03,200
Can you talk a little
bit about the distinction

427
00:21:03,200 --> 00:21:05,050
and why this is important?

428
00:21:05,050 --> 00:21:06,460
- Yeah, definitely.

429
00:21:06,460 --> 00:21:08,080
In environments like Indeed

430
00:21:08,080 --> 00:21:10,370
where people come from
different backgrounds

431
00:21:10,370 --> 00:21:14,340
and probably move from a country
to another for their job,



432
00:21:14,340 --> 00:21:17,020
it is important to
understand the differences.

433
00:21:17,020 --> 00:21:20,560
It is important to value
someone's individuality.

434
00:21:20,560 --> 00:21:25,070
And most importantly to
educate everybody about it

435
00:21:25,070 --> 00:21:29,120
because not all of us know
everything about every culture.

436
00:21:29,120 --> 00:21:30,830
And that's our role here

437
00:21:30,830 --> 00:21:33,573
as the international inclusion group.

438
00:21:34,620 --> 00:21:37,807
Multiculturalism basically
means different cultures

439
00:21:37,807 --> 00:21:39,300
live together.

440
00:21:39,300 --> 00:21:43,530
Simply put, it's a diverse society

441
00:21:43,530 --> 00:21:47,480
while interculturalism is
recognizing the differences,

442
00:21:47,480 --> 00:21:50,750
respect them, and also



seeing the similarities.

443
00:21:50,750 --> 00:21:55,010
It's basically the deep
understanding of someone's culture.

444
00:21:55,010 --> 00:21:57,800
We also want to help
people find their balance.

445
00:21:57,800 --> 00:22:00,360
For me personally when
I first came to Ireland,

446
00:22:00,360 --> 00:22:03,150
it was challenging for
me to find my balances.

447
00:22:03,150 --> 00:22:06,390
I came from a conservative environment

448
00:22:06,390 --> 00:22:08,920
to this widely open environment

449
00:22:08,920 --> 00:22:11,840
and it took me a minute to find my balance

450
00:22:11,840 --> 00:22:15,603
and not exclude myself
from what's around me,

451
00:22:16,580 --> 00:22:18,180
because that's what we usually do

452
00:22:18,180 --> 00:22:22,480
when we feel we don't belong
to the environment around us.

453
00:22:22,480 --> 00:22:24,080



We usually exclude ourselves.

454
00:22:24,080 --> 00:22:27,420
So in the international inclusion group

455
00:22:27,420 --> 00:22:32,420
we try to understand the differences

456
00:22:32,660 --> 00:22:37,660
and help people with the
process of feeling the belonging

457
00:22:38,080 --> 00:22:40,163
that we want them to feel.

458
00:22:41,342 --> 00:22:43,740
- So one of the things that
we talk about at Indeed

459
00:22:43,740 --> 00:22:47,480
is barriers to finding employment

460
00:22:47,480 --> 00:22:49,407
and how can we understand those

461
00:22:49,407 --> 00:22:50,868
and help lower those barriers.

462
00:22:50,868 --> 00:22:54,550
So what are some of the
barriers that come up

463
00:22:54,550 --> 00:22:58,640
when multiple cultures get
combined in a single workplace?

464
00:22:58,640 --> 00:23:01,480
- I can think of so many that are loads.



465
00:23:01,480 --> 00:23:03,910
Language probably is the biggest one.

466
00:23:03,910 --> 00:23:05,770
And I'm sure like you hear this a lot

467
00:23:05,770 --> 00:23:09,220
especially from the international offices.

468
00:23:09,220 --> 00:23:12,010
When English is the main business language

469
00:23:12,010 --> 00:23:16,230
and the fear of talking in
English to a native speaker

470
00:23:16,230 --> 00:23:20,220
I'd say can be very
challenging in my mind.

471
00:23:20,220 --> 00:23:21,980
Like if I want to speak to someone

472
00:23:21,980 --> 00:23:25,913
who's mother tongue is English,

473
00:23:26,990 --> 00:23:29,080
in my head it might be very challenging.

474
00:23:29,080 --> 00:23:34,027
But then overcome this
fear can really help a lot.

475
00:23:36,180 --> 00:23:40,320
And then also the fear of,
even if I talk in English,

476
00:23:40,320 --> 00:23:42,380



will they understand what I'm saying?

477
00:23:42,380 --> 00:23:47,380
So we put this barriers in
our heads before we start.

478
00:23:47,930 --> 00:23:51,060
And something else I
want to highlight here

479
00:23:51,060 --> 00:23:54,200
is sometimes non-native English speakers

480
00:23:54,200 --> 00:23:58,210
may give a person a very hard
time for talking in English

481
00:23:58,210 --> 00:24:02,690
and for like having an
accent around the grammar.

482
00:24:02,690 --> 00:24:05,170
Like any of these problems.

483
00:24:05,170 --> 00:24:09,610
And that may affect
someone's level of confidence

484
00:24:09,610 --> 00:24:10,843
to speak the language.

485
00:24:11,850 --> 00:24:14,000
When sometimes like even speaking

486
00:24:14,000 --> 00:24:17,350
to a native English speaker in English,

487
00:24:17,350 --> 00:24:18,843
we don't see this problem.



488
00:24:20,453 --> 00:24:22,100
And this obviously happened to me.

489
00:24:22,100 --> 00:24:25,380
So when I used to work in Jordan,

490
00:24:25,380 --> 00:24:28,930
it was so much easier for me
to speak to American guests

491
00:24:28,930 --> 00:24:32,150
or Irish guests because their
mother tongue was English

492
00:24:33,478 --> 00:24:34,840
or my colleagues

493
00:24:34,840 --> 00:24:36,660
because they would give
me a hard time (laughs)

494
00:24:36,660 --> 00:24:37,770
while speaking in English.

495
00:24:37,770 --> 00:24:40,180
So language can be something big.

496
00:24:40,180 --> 00:24:42,710
For example, in our Tokyo office,

497
00:24:42,710 --> 00:24:47,415
we do have 70% of employees
in Indeed are experts

498
00:24:47,415 --> 00:24:51,930
and Japanese is not their first language.

499



00:24:51,930 --> 00:24:55,183
So I want to highlight some of the work

500
00:24:55,183 --> 00:24:56,850
that our group is doing there.

501
00:24:56,850 --> 00:25:01,340
So our group they launched
a language exchange club

502
00:25:01,340 --> 00:25:05,820
so people will teach each
other languages on one-to-one.

503
00:25:07,350 --> 00:25:11,280
And this can be like just
to say like small phrases

504
00:25:11,280 --> 00:25:13,230
or like small sentences,

505
00:25:13,230 --> 00:25:16,380
but also maybe use it in business.

506
00:25:16,380 --> 00:25:19,780
And I think this is a great initiative

507
00:25:19,780 --> 00:25:22,250
that our group is doing there.

508
00:25:22,250 --> 00:25:25,320
The main aim is to empower
each other with language

509
00:25:25,320 --> 00:25:27,170
and give more access to each other.

510
00:25:27,170 --> 00:25:30,450
And it also helps building relationships.



511
00:25:30,450 --> 00:25:31,727
Nelson Mandela says,

512
00:25:31,727 --> 00:25:35,250
"If you talk to a man in
a language he understands,

513
00:25:35,250 --> 00:25:37,020
that goes to his head.

514
00:25:37,020 --> 00:25:39,430
If you talk to him in his own language,

515
00:25:39,430 --> 00:25:40,690
that goes to his heart."

516
00:25:40,690 --> 00:25:44,927
And that's basically the goal of us

517
00:25:44,927 --> 00:25:47,880
trying to teach some of the languages.

518
00:25:47,880 --> 00:25:50,830
Something we also focused
on in our Dublin office

519
00:25:50,830 --> 00:25:54,450
for example, is celebrated
the Mother Language Day.

520
00:25:54,450 --> 00:25:56,520
We did have a session with several people

521
00:25:56,520 --> 00:26:00,410
and we did some questions
with general information.

522



00:26:00,410 --> 00:26:03,790
We also celebrated the Irish Language Day

523
00:26:03,790 --> 00:26:06,670
which I really tried so
hard to learn something,

524
00:26:06,670 --> 00:26:08,410
but it's really hard. (laughs)

525
00:26:08,410 --> 00:26:09,253
But I did try.

526
00:26:10,440 --> 00:26:15,180
And I think it opened
up great conversations.

527
00:26:15,180 --> 00:26:17,740
You learn a lot about someone's language

528
00:26:17,740 --> 00:26:19,260
from these sessions.

529
00:26:19,260 --> 00:26:22,740
Another barrier I can think of is accent.

530
00:26:22,740 --> 00:26:27,740
Someone's accent can be received wrongly.

531
00:26:28,110 --> 00:26:32,060
I may be able to speak an
excellent level of English,

532
00:26:32,060 --> 00:26:36,800
but people may not get me
valued because of my accent.

533
00:26:36,800 --> 00:26:40,510
And although accent can show



authenticity of a person,

534
00:26:40,510 --> 00:26:42,920
but it also can give them a very hard time

535
00:26:42,920 --> 00:26:45,160
by showing their brilliance.

536
00:26:45,160 --> 00:26:48,860
I have Arabic English accent

537
00:26:48,860 --> 00:26:50,790
when I speak in English for example.

538
00:26:50,790 --> 00:26:53,600
And whenever I go for example to the US

539
00:26:53,600 --> 00:26:55,970
and people know that I live in Ireland,

540
00:26:55,970 --> 00:26:58,350
they always ask me, "Where
is your Irish accent?"

541
00:26:58,350 --> 00:27:00,960
And I go like, "I don't have it (laughs)

542
00:27:00,960 --> 00:27:03,510
because I didn't grow up in Ireland."

543
00:27:03,510 --> 00:27:04,343
It's a beautiful accent.

544
00:27:04,343 --> 00:27:07,690
I would very much like
to have it, but I don't.

545
00:27:07,690 --> 00:27:11,960



But I also explain to them
that my Arabic English accent

546
00:27:11,960 --> 00:27:14,653
is just showing who I really am

547
00:27:19,050 --> 00:27:21,220
and it tells us the authentic me.

548
00:27:21,220 --> 00:27:23,480
And I want to pass this
feeling to other people

549
00:27:23,480 --> 00:27:27,587
who may have a problem
like talking in English

550
00:27:29,280 --> 00:27:30,383
with an accent.

551
00:27:31,595 --> 00:27:33,580
I want to highlight here maybe

552
00:27:33,580 --> 00:27:36,280
there are some local
organizations in Ireland

553
00:27:36,280 --> 00:27:39,740
they are working towards
protecting accent.

554
00:27:39,740 --> 00:27:42,620
That is like a good campaigns

555
00:27:42,620 --> 00:27:45,220
especially in EMEA or like in Dublin

556
00:27:45,220 --> 00:27:48,500
where we have so many people



who are speaking in English,

557
00:27:48,500 --> 00:27:50,010
but they do have an accent.

558
00:27:50,010 --> 00:27:52,580
So I'm trying to partner with them

559
00:27:52,580 --> 00:27:54,710
to bring some of their work to Indeed

560
00:27:54,710 --> 00:27:57,280
to do some workshops probably around

561
00:27:57,280 --> 00:27:58,810
how to respect the accent

562
00:27:58,810 --> 00:28:03,810
and how to respect and protect accent

563
00:28:04,770 --> 00:28:07,260
which is I think it's great

564
00:28:07,260 --> 00:28:09,940
given the diverse community here.

565
00:28:09,940 --> 00:28:12,590
And now I would help people

566
00:28:12,590 --> 00:28:14,780
understand that if you have an accent,

567
00:28:14,780 --> 00:28:17,656
that doesn't make any
less of you as a person

568
00:28:17,656 --> 00:28:22,656
or any less of you to be valued.



569
00:28:22,800 --> 00:28:26,630
Probably clothing can be a barrier.

570
00:28:26,630 --> 00:28:28,330
For example, I'm a Muslim woman

571
00:28:28,330 --> 00:28:33,260
and by wearing my hijab
or the scarf or veil,

572
00:28:33,260 --> 00:28:38,260
like what's easier for you can
sometimes allow people to...

573
00:28:39,780 --> 00:28:41,870
By wearing this I am showing my religion.

574
00:28:41,870 --> 00:28:44,330
I'm telling people I am a Muslim lady.

575
00:28:44,330 --> 00:28:47,330
And sometimes people's bias work. (laughs)

576
00:28:47,330 --> 00:28:51,550
Once they see me, they
decide things naturally

577
00:28:51,550 --> 00:28:53,933
because I am a Muslim with a hijab.

578
00:28:55,150 --> 00:28:58,270
And they can decide
what I am based on that

579
00:28:58,270 --> 00:29:00,240
which can sometimes create barriers

580



00:29:00,240 --> 00:29:03,670
because of this bias basically.

581
00:29:03,670 --> 00:29:06,320
And I am just only one example.

582
00:29:06,320 --> 00:29:09,610
Stereotyping people based
on what they're wearing

583
00:29:09,610 --> 00:29:11,250
happens everywhere.

584
00:29:11,250 --> 00:29:14,270
Like I was really shocked
when I first went to America.

585
00:29:14,270 --> 00:29:16,780
My very first trip to
America was to California,

586
00:29:16,780 --> 00:29:19,090
to San Francisco in Sunnyvale,

587
00:29:19,090 --> 00:29:21,110
and I was like shocked

588
00:29:21,110 --> 00:29:26,110
by how people are wearing clothes to work.

589
00:29:26,580 --> 00:29:29,720
They were less formally
than what I am used to.

590
00:29:29,720 --> 00:29:34,160
And I was like, Americans
are so chilled. (laughs)

591
00:29:34,160 --> 00:29:34,993



Yeah.

592
00:29:34,993 --> 00:29:38,400
So for example, this is a culture thing.

593
00:29:38,400 --> 00:29:39,700
We didn't have this in Jordan

594
00:29:39,700 --> 00:29:43,440
and I didn't see this in so many places.

595
00:29:43,440 --> 00:29:46,172
So clothing can be something.

596
00:29:46,172 --> 00:29:47,005
Religion as well.

597
00:29:47,005 --> 00:29:48,380
I have to talk about religion

598
00:29:48,380 --> 00:29:50,833
'cause I am a Muslim lady obviously.

599
00:29:54,450 --> 00:29:59,390
And by wearing the hijab, I'm
telling people I am Muslim.

600
00:29:59,390 --> 00:30:03,420
Respect this in a way.

601
00:30:03,420 --> 00:30:08,140
For example, in Islam we're
asked to pray five times a day

602
00:30:08,140 --> 00:30:11,560
and mostly two to three of these prayers

603
00:30:11,560 --> 00:30:13,930



happen during working hours.

604
00:30:13,930 --> 00:30:16,290
And depending on if we are in the summer

605
00:30:16,290 --> 00:30:17,990
or in the winter time.

606
00:30:17,990 --> 00:30:21,130
And when I first moved to Ireland

607
00:30:21,130 --> 00:30:23,470
first thing at the time my director did

608
00:30:23,470 --> 00:30:27,040
was making sure that I have a nice, clean,

609
00:30:27,040 --> 00:30:28,880
cozy place to pray.

610
00:30:28,880 --> 00:30:31,010
And I had everything I needed.

611
00:30:31,010 --> 00:30:34,000
Same thing happened when I joined Indeed.

612
00:30:34,000 --> 00:30:35,700
The first thing my manager did

613
00:30:35,700 --> 00:30:38,600
was to make sure that I have
access to the witness room

614
00:30:38,600 --> 00:30:40,700
and everything was okay for me

615
00:30:40,700 --> 00:30:43,410
to be able to perform my prayers.



616
00:30:43,410 --> 00:30:46,290
And I thought in both
cases I was very lucky

617
00:30:46,290 --> 00:30:49,790
because both of them didn't
know much about Islam

618
00:30:49,790 --> 00:30:53,850
and they didn't know the
importance of this to me.

619
00:30:53,850 --> 00:30:56,020
And they were very educated about that.

620
00:30:56,020 --> 00:30:57,560
And most importantly,

621
00:30:57,560 --> 00:30:59,570
even if they didn't know much about this,

622
00:30:59,570 --> 00:31:01,520
they knew how it is important to me.

623
00:31:01,520 --> 00:31:04,810
And that made me feel
that I like this place.

624
00:31:04,810 --> 00:31:06,870
I want to be in this place.

625
00:31:06,870 --> 00:31:09,480
And now I was one lucky
person to have this,

626
00:31:09,480 --> 00:31:11,630
but sometimes other people may not have



627
00:31:11,630 --> 00:31:13,880
the same level of understanding.

628
00:31:13,880 --> 00:31:16,410
They may not have like
an understanding manager

629
00:31:16,410 --> 00:31:21,410
or their offices may not be
ready to have something else.

630
00:31:22,100 --> 00:31:24,400
And again, I'm only one example.

631
00:31:24,400 --> 00:31:27,070
Maybe there are some other
people with other requirements

632
00:31:27,070 --> 00:31:30,910
or other needs they need
in their work environment.

633
00:31:30,910 --> 00:31:34,420
So, just understanding what a person need.

634
00:31:35,714 --> 00:31:38,423
And this can be very exciting.

635
00:31:40,880 --> 00:31:43,523
I'm sorry I just like
bombarded you with barriers.

636
00:31:43,523 --> 00:31:45,270
(Sarah laughs and speaks faintly)

637
00:31:45,270 --> 00:31:47,273
- That was fantastic answer.

638



00:31:48,570 --> 00:31:52,080
So the last thing that you talked about

639
00:31:52,080 --> 00:31:53,800
in terms of showing up in a company

640
00:31:53,800 --> 00:31:56,070
and having someone be thoughtful enough

641
00:31:56,070 --> 00:31:59,390
to show you a place where
- Yeah.

642
00:31:59,390 --> 00:32:01,240
- you practice your prayer.

643
00:32:01,240 --> 00:32:03,420
That's a perfect example of inclusion.

644
00:32:03,420 --> 00:32:06,960
And when we're talking
about trying to create

645
00:32:06,960 --> 00:32:11,300
a more inclusive workplace,
education and awareness

646
00:32:11,300 --> 00:32:13,660
feel like a really
important starting point.

647
00:32:13,660 --> 00:32:16,030
So how can we do that

648
00:32:16,030 --> 00:32:19,570
to help create a better
workplace for everyone?

649
00:32:19,570 --> 00:32:20,770



- Definitely.

650
00:32:20,770 --> 00:32:21,780
What we need to do

651
00:32:21,780 --> 00:32:24,680
especially from our
inclusion resource groups

652
00:32:24,680 --> 00:32:28,050
is be able to build an open culture

653
00:32:28,050 --> 00:32:32,010
where our differences are
respected, valued, and accepted.

654
00:32:32,010 --> 00:32:34,380
We did see so much in the pandemic

655
00:32:34,380 --> 00:32:37,190
and some unfortunate incidents
towards some communities

656
00:32:37,190 --> 00:32:38,620
because of the Coronavirus.

657
00:32:38,620 --> 00:32:41,530
And it was so hard for
me to see personally.

658
00:32:41,530 --> 00:32:44,300
And it helped me to be more open

659
00:32:44,300 --> 00:32:47,010
to understand what these
people are going through

660
00:32:47,010 --> 00:32:52,010
and accepting them as well.



661
00:32:52,320 --> 00:32:57,320
I think the only way I
can see this happening is,

662
00:32:57,500 --> 00:32:59,210
not the only way, but like the best way,

663
00:32:59,210 --> 00:33:02,730
is to be, as I mentioned
the word ally was...

664
00:33:02,730 --> 00:33:05,240
I know the word ally
just not just recently

665
00:33:05,240 --> 00:33:10,200
and being an ally to not
only to our communities

666
00:33:10,200 --> 00:33:12,650
or to the causes we care about,

667
00:33:12,650 --> 00:33:16,660
but also to the human beings we work with.

668
00:33:16,660 --> 00:33:18,710
When you see someone as a human being,

669
00:33:18,710 --> 00:33:22,710
you will value as all the labels.

670
00:33:22,710 --> 00:33:26,340
If this is the right time to
use, they put on themselves,

671
00:33:26,340 --> 00:33:28,530
like for example, I'm Muslim, I'm a woman.



672
00:33:28,530 --> 00:33:31,040
Like all of these labels on me.

673
00:33:31,040 --> 00:33:33,680
We are all different yet very similar.

674
00:33:33,680 --> 00:33:36,630
If we understand that,
that would be perfect.

675
00:33:36,630 --> 00:33:39,500
And then building all these projects

676
00:33:39,500 --> 00:33:43,050
and all these programs
from this start point,

677
00:33:43,050 --> 00:33:47,363
I think this would be a good start.

678
00:33:48,214 --> 00:33:51,710
We all seek a good quality of life.

679
00:33:51,710 --> 00:33:54,510
I think that's our
mission as human beings.

680
00:33:54,510 --> 00:33:58,330
We want to have a good life
and we want to be appreciated.

681
00:33:58,330 --> 00:34:00,803
And most importantly we want to be seen.

682
00:34:03,320 --> 00:34:06,163
What we need to do as well as allies,

683
00:34:07,096 --> 00:34:09,450



we need to use our voices
and support each other

684
00:34:09,450 --> 00:34:11,341
to achieve that.

685
00:34:11,341 --> 00:34:14,410
I do value Indeed for doing this

686
00:34:14,410 --> 00:34:17,110
and providing an environment of openness

687
00:34:17,110 --> 00:34:21,030
for people to express themselves
in a very respectful way.

688
00:34:21,030 --> 00:34:24,310
I think one example to this,

689
00:34:24,310 --> 00:34:26,410
before the pandemic happened last year

690
00:34:26,410 --> 00:34:28,700
we had them a celebration.

691
00:34:28,700 --> 00:34:30,930
It's like our Christmas in the year.

692
00:34:30,930 --> 00:34:32,280
The Muslims' Christmas.

693
00:34:32,280 --> 00:34:34,330
It's called Eid al-Fitr.

694
00:34:34,330 --> 00:34:37,320
And something that Indeed at the time,

695
00:34:37,320 --> 00:34:41,290



we did have like a corner with
all the sweets and desserts

696
00:34:41,290 --> 00:34:44,270
that Muslim people usually
celebrated this time.

697
00:34:44,270 --> 00:34:47,800
And I was so fascinated by
this 'cause I didn't ask it.

698
00:34:47,800 --> 00:34:49,110
Usually I would raise the question.

699
00:34:49,110 --> 00:34:50,510
Like (laughs) but I didn't.

700
00:34:50,510 --> 00:34:52,470
And I was surprised to see the corner

701
00:34:52,470 --> 00:34:54,240
with all the Arabic coffee

702
00:34:54,240 --> 00:34:58,270
and all the usual
desserts that we do have.

703
00:34:58,270 --> 00:35:00,910
And I thought that this
was a great thing to do.

704
00:35:00,910 --> 00:35:02,880
A great initiative.

705
00:35:02,880 --> 00:35:03,713
Another example to this...

706
00:35:03,713 --> 00:35:06,680
I'm so sorry that my examples



I related to Muslims,

707
00:35:06,680 --> 00:35:09,633
but these are the ones I like worked on.

708
00:35:12,410 --> 00:35:16,320
This year during the
pandemic we did have Ramadan.

709
00:35:16,320 --> 00:35:18,810
And for people if you
don't know what Ramadan is,

710
00:35:18,810 --> 00:35:20,240
it's a month in the year

711
00:35:20,240 --> 00:35:25,170
where Muslims fast from dawn to sunset.

712
00:35:25,170 --> 00:35:27,590
And we do this for 30 days.

713
00:35:27,590 --> 00:35:31,250
And we did partner the
international inclusion group

714
00:35:31,250 --> 00:35:33,800
with the Asians group in London.

715
00:35:33,800 --> 00:35:37,150
We worked to create
awareness around the month

716
00:35:37,150 --> 00:35:40,710
and how can people
support their colleagues

717
00:35:40,710 --> 00:35:45,710
and how managers can also



support their direct reports.

718
00:35:48,050 --> 00:35:50,160
And I got this was a great example

719
00:35:50,160 --> 00:35:53,310
on how can you take something
and then show the impact

720
00:35:53,310 --> 00:35:56,113
of you supporting someone else can be.

721
00:35:57,580 --> 00:36:00,433
- Well to wrap up,

722
00:36:01,970 --> 00:36:04,440
the last several months have
been incredibly challenging

723
00:36:04,440 --> 00:36:05,420
for so many people,

724
00:36:05,420 --> 00:36:09,860
but there have also been
some new perspectives,

725
00:36:09,860 --> 00:36:14,660
new insights and new
ways of staying connected

726
00:36:14,660 --> 00:36:17,590
that have come out of this experience.

727
00:36:17,590 --> 00:36:18,780
On a personal level,

728
00:36:18,780 --> 00:36:21,909
are there any things that have
happened throughout this time



729
00:36:21,909 --> 00:36:24,773
that leave you optimistic for the future?

730
00:36:26,370 --> 00:36:29,250
- Generally across, I am
a very optimistic person

731
00:36:29,250 --> 00:36:30,880
and I know this can be very annoying

732
00:36:30,880 --> 00:36:32,950
to some people sometimes (laughs)

733
00:36:32,950 --> 00:36:34,540
especially like my clothes is different.

734
00:36:34,540 --> 00:36:37,540
They go like, you're so annoying. (laughs)

735
00:36:37,540 --> 00:36:39,750
But I always try to find something good

736
00:36:39,750 --> 00:36:41,520
about what's happening around me

737
00:36:41,520 --> 00:36:44,210
and focus on what I can control basically,

738
00:36:44,210 --> 00:36:48,370
because this is what I
can do in hard times.

739
00:36:48,370 --> 00:36:51,420
And also, I think this
also comes from my origins

740
00:36:51,420 --> 00:36:53,800



as a Palestinian person.

741
00:36:53,800 --> 00:36:55,660
Palestinian people live with hope

742
00:36:55,660 --> 00:36:58,593
and they call out for
justice all the time.

743
00:36:59,482 --> 00:37:03,990
And as well from my
religion as a Muslim person,

744
00:37:03,990 --> 00:37:06,102
we do believe that whatever happens

745
00:37:06,102 --> 00:37:10,440
is part of a bigger thing
that God has for us.

746
00:37:10,440 --> 00:37:12,890
And probably the most
amazing general thing

747
00:37:12,890 --> 00:37:15,360
that I have seen during the pandemic

748
00:37:15,360 --> 00:37:19,260
is how we as human beings
can adapt to change.

749
00:37:19,260 --> 00:37:22,733
And then our survival mood on and go on.

750
00:37:23,660 --> 00:37:25,270
The many stories we have heard

751
00:37:25,270 --> 00:37:27,030
about how people came together



752
00:37:27,030 --> 00:37:29,610
and helped each other during the pandemic,

753
00:37:29,610 --> 00:37:34,160
it just tells me that humanity wins.

754
00:37:34,160 --> 00:37:36,540
Like no matter what, humanity wins.

755
00:37:36,540 --> 00:37:39,250
Another thing that I would
very much like to say

756
00:37:39,250 --> 00:37:43,670
speaking of humanity is
that how Indeed's leadership

757
00:37:43,670 --> 00:37:46,090
focused on people during the pandemic

758
00:37:46,090 --> 00:37:49,150
while making sure the business is running.

759
00:37:49,150 --> 00:37:51,650
And I would very much
like to thank you, Chris.

760
00:37:51,650 --> 00:37:55,910
And thank all the SLT or the
senior leadership of Indeed

761
00:37:55,910 --> 00:37:59,320
for showing the human
side of great leaders.

762
00:37:59,320 --> 00:38:01,270
I definitely was inspired.



763
00:38:01,270 --> 00:38:05,790
And I'm sure it's been
inspired by you guys

764
00:38:05,790 --> 00:38:07,300
putting people first.

765
00:38:07,300 --> 00:38:10,740
I think I'm also sharing
a lot of Indeedians voices

766
00:38:10,740 --> 00:38:11,820
by saying this.

767
00:38:11,820 --> 00:38:16,820
And this makes Indeed
a great place to work

768
00:38:17,550 --> 00:38:19,160
and very hard to leave.

769
00:38:19,160 --> 00:38:20,830
I'm not leaving anytime soon,

770
00:38:20,830 --> 00:38:23,520
but (laughs) just saying. (laughs)

771
00:38:23,520 --> 00:38:26,850
I think because people
know now that they matter,

772
00:38:26,850 --> 00:38:30,177
and I think like we have seen
from the so many questions

773
00:38:30,177 --> 00:38:35,177
during our weekly meetings
how people are thankful



774
00:38:35,327 --> 00:38:38,260
for the leadership of Indeed.

775
00:38:38,260 --> 00:38:40,390
Another thing that I
thought that was brilliant

776
00:38:40,390 --> 00:38:45,180
is the You Day we just got
like until the end of the year.

777
00:38:45,180 --> 00:38:46,740
This was a great example

778
00:38:46,740 --> 00:38:49,980
of how Indeed leadership is listening

779
00:38:49,980 --> 00:38:52,420
and trying to show all of us

780
00:38:53,690 --> 00:38:56,983
that we're all in this together.

781
00:38:58,260 --> 00:38:59,870
Maybe when another thing

782
00:38:59,870 --> 00:39:02,010
that I would very much like to share

783
00:39:02,010 --> 00:39:05,380
with whoever is watching
or listening to this

784
00:39:06,490 --> 00:39:08,910
and maybe having a hard time,

785
00:39:08,910 --> 00:39:12,133
while like growing up I didn't have much,



786
00:39:12,970 --> 00:39:14,643
but I followed my dreams.

787
00:39:16,410 --> 00:39:18,070
I don't know if you have the picture,

788
00:39:18,070 --> 00:39:20,100
but there is a picture if you can put it.

789
00:39:20,100 --> 00:39:23,540
My family used those balcony before.

790
00:39:23,540 --> 00:39:26,710
We used to share this balcony
with our neighbors growing up.

791
00:39:26,710 --> 00:39:28,450
It looked over the refugees camp

792
00:39:28,450 --> 00:39:31,360
that my grand great parents lived in

793
00:39:31,360 --> 00:39:32,700
when they came to Jordan.

794
00:39:32,700 --> 00:39:36,400
I used to stand on this
balcony and just to dream

795
00:39:36,400 --> 00:39:39,050
and think of all the
stories these people have

796
00:39:39,050 --> 00:39:42,300
and thinking of my dream.

797
00:39:42,300 --> 00:39:44,660



I just want to say dreams are valid

798
00:39:44,660 --> 00:39:47,683
no matter where you are, no
matter where you're from.

799
00:39:49,007 --> 00:39:51,810
I probably have not achieved my personal

800
00:39:51,810 --> 00:39:55,730
or career goals yet, but
I am enjoying my journey.

801
00:39:55,730 --> 00:39:59,380
It's important to believe in
yourself and chase your dreams.

802
00:39:59,380 --> 00:40:02,480
And don't be afraid of
showing who you are.

803
00:40:02,480 --> 00:40:07,020
It's what your culture is
and where you came from

804
00:40:07,020 --> 00:40:08,710
so you know where you're going.

805
00:40:08,710 --> 00:40:09,970
And thank you for the question.

806
00:40:09,970 --> 00:40:12,830
I really like it. (laughs)

807
00:40:12,830 --> 00:40:14,080
- Suzan, thank you so much.

808
00:40:14,080 --> 00:40:17,580
It was such a delight to talk to you today



809
00:40:17,580 --> 00:40:18,490
and to get to know you

810
00:40:18,490 --> 00:40:21,120
as we were getting ready
for this conversation.

811
00:40:21,120 --> 00:40:24,740
And thank you so much for
everything that you do for Indeed,

812
00:40:24,740 --> 00:40:29,310
and help create a more
inclusive workplace.

813
00:40:29,310 --> 00:40:31,840
It was just such a pleasure
to talk to you today.

814
00:40:31,840 --> 00:40:33,110
- Thank you so much, Chris.

815
00:40:33,110 --> 00:40:34,550
And thank you.

816
00:40:34,550 --> 00:40:38,260
Like the thank is extended
to you as well for having me

817
00:40:38,260 --> 00:40:40,880
and allowing me to share
my stories with Indeed

818
00:40:40,880 --> 00:40:44,603
and our extended speakers
audience, thank you so much.

819
00:40:44,603 --> 00:40:47,186



(bright music)


